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Attrition and revival in Awjila
BerberFacebook posts as a new data
source
for an endangered Berber language
Marijn van Putten and Lameen Souag

1. Introduction
One of the smallest Berber languages of Libya is Awjili, spoken in Cyrenaica, about 350 km
west of the Egyptian border1. Our knowledge of the language is limited to a few texts and
wordlists, of which only Paradisi (1960a, b) is of much use; Van Putten (2014) analyses
these to produce a grammar and wordlist with a new phonemic analysis. Despite its
incompleteness, this material reveals that the language contains a lot of basic vocabulary
unattested elsewhere in Berber, and falls outside of any of the dialect continua into which
Berber may be divided (Kossmann 1999: 31), making its documentation all the more
important. The new data discussed below indicates that Awjili is also seriously
endangered, approaching Stage 7 of Fishman’s (1991) 8-level Graded Intergenerational
Disruption Scale.
After the rise to power of Gaddafi, linguistic work on Libyan Berber became nearly
impossible. In 2011, Simone Mauri (pc) visited Awjila and found that the language was
still spoken, but was unable to gather much data due to political difficulties. As of the
time of writing, fieldwork remains too dangerous to be seriously contemplated. However,
recently a good deal of linguistic data has become available in written form on the
internet.
During the time of Gaddafi, Libyan Berbers were effectively made invisible: the state’s
position was that there were no minorities in Libya, and efforts to suggest otherwise
risked severe punishment (Joffe 2014, Al-Rumi 2009). The Libyan revolution, in which the
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Berber towns of the Nefusa mountains and Zuwara in the northwest played a significant
role, gave Berber identity sudden new prominence, expressed publicly through the
creation of Berber-language mass media and schools. With 20% of the population Internet
users (CIA 2013), an important forum for discussing this identity re-creation was
inevitably Facebook. Facebook groups dedicated to Libyan Berber identity and/or
language –usually writing in Arabic– were created in substantial numbers. Many were
region-specific, but this trend did not affect only the “core” Berber-speaking regions of
the northwest; Internet users of Awjila, among others, joined in enthusiastically.
On 19 February, 2012, just a few months after the end of the revolution, a number of
Awjilis started a Facebook group named Ašal=ənnax2 (lit. ‘our village’), with the slogan:
دﻳﻠﻚ اﻣﻄﺮاح داوﻳﻞ وان ﻏﺮﺻﻦ اﺟﻠﻨﺦ اﻳﺪ وان ﻏﻠﻴﻦ اﻟﻤﺪن اﺟﻼﻧﺦ
dilak aməṭraḥ d=awil wan ɣar-ṣin əžlan=nax id=wan ɣəlliy-ən a=lmədən əžlan=nax3
‘This place is Awjili, (for) those who have our language and those who want
to learn our language.’

Over the next couple of years, they would use it to converse with each other in Awjila
Berber (exchanging jokes, discussing politics, sharing news, and more), to challenge one
another to identify obsolescent words, and to share lists of traditional vocabulary and
stories. Their usage often shows major differences from the system described by Van
Putten (2014) based on older sources. In particular, there are frequent signs of
grammatical attrition
–not surprising, in view of users’ modest assessment of their own language abilities and of
their age-mates’:
ﻧﻚ ﻧﺸﻴﻨﺎ رﻳﺤﻪ اﻳﺪ اﻣﺰﻳﻦ اﺷﻠﻨﺦ ﺑﻠﻠﻴﻠﻬﻢ ﻳﺸﻴﻨﺎ رﻳﺤﻪ رﻳﺤﻪ
nək n-əššin=a riḥa id=aməẓẓin ašal=ənn-ax bəlil-həm y-əššin=a riḥa riḥa
‘I know a little, and our town’s children all know a little bit.’
ﻳﺸﻴﻨﺎ
ﻳﺸﻨﺎ رﻳﺢ...
اﺳﻨﻂ ﻳﺸﻨﺎ ﻛﺎ اﺷﺮوت
y-əššin=a riḥa… y-əššin=a i-sənnəṭ y-əššin=a ka i-šərwit
‘He knows a little (Awjili)… he knows how to listen, but not how to speak.’

Founded slightly later, with the motto “You are Awjili, therefore you are Amazigh”, the
group Amaziɣ Awjilah: Tmaziɣt n Tiniri 4 (lit. “Amazigh of Awjila: Tamazight of the Desert”)
was primarily dedicated to general Amazigh issues, but made several postings on Awjili,
giving wordlists and short phrasebooks. Its members comment on the state of the
language, confirming the picture given by Ašal=ənnax:
اﻟﺸﺒﺎب دون اﻟﺴﻦ
اﻟﺴﻦ20 ﻧﺴﻮا اﻟﻠﻐﺔ
‘Young
people under 20 years have forgotten the language.’
ﺷﻴﺎﺑﻴﻦ اوﺟﻠﻪ ﻗﺎﻋﺪﻳﻦ ﻳﺘﻜﻠﻤﻮ ﺑﻴﻬﺎ اﻟﻰ ﺗﻮا ﻋﻨﺪي ﺻﺎﺣﺒﻲ ﺟﺪه ﻳﺘﻜﻠﻢ ﺑﻴﻬﺎ وﺑﻮه
ﻳﻔﻬﻢ ﺑﺲ
‘The elders of Awjila have continued to speak it up to now; my friend’s
grandmother speaks it, and his father only understands it.’
ﺳﺒﺐ إﻧﺪﺛﺎر اﻟﻠﻐﺔ أن ﻣﺪﻳﻨﺔ أوﺟﻠﺔ ]…[ ﻫﻲ اﻟﻤﺪﻳﻨﺔ اﻟﻮﺣﻴﺪه ﻓﻲ اﻟﺸﺮق اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺘﻜﻠﻢ
ﺑﺎﻷﻣﺎزﻳﻐﻴﺔ وﻣﻊ إﺧﺘﻼﻃﻬﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﻌﺮب ﻛﺜﻴﺮا ﺑﺪأت ﺗﻨﺘﺪﺛﺮ اﻟﻠﻐﺔ ﺧﺼﻮﺻﺎ ﻋﻨﺪ اﻟﺰواج
[…]
‘The reason for its disappearance is that the town of Awjila [...] is the only
town in the east which speaks Tamazight, and through its extensive contact
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with Arabs the language began to disappear, especially through marriage […
]’

Certain members of these groups also posted Awjili materials on personal accounts, some
of which they kindly allowed us to view, or on more general Berber groups, notably
Multaqà šabāb wa banāt ’Amāzīɣ5.
In addition to providing new data on the language and its situation, this unusual corpus
makes it possible to examine the process of language attrition. In this paper we will look
at unexpected features of the phonology, grammar and vocabulary of the Facebook Awjila
corpus, and we will discuss methodological issues around the use of social media for
linguistic ‘fieldwork’. While the materials used here have been made publicly visible by
the users themselves, we have replaced personal names with X/ سin order to preserve
anonymity.

2. Phonology and orthography
Awjila Berber has some phonetic features that distinguish it from Arabic phonology, and
some that distinguish it from the phonology of most other Berber varieties. Since the
forum’s members consistently use Arabic script, as frequently found in Saharan Berber
online activity (Souag 2014), this poses some difficulties of transcription which must be
addressed in order to interpret the data appropriately. In one case, it also confirms the
continued presence –and suggests the incipient retreat– of a phoneme absent from local
Arabic, /v/. Despite such orthographic issues, the forum data repeatedly confirms the
reliability of Paradisi’s transcriptions, including ones that are surprising in a comparative
Berber perspective: < اﻟﻠﻮﻏﻢalů́ġŏm> ‘camel’, < اﻟﻘﻤﺖalégmet> ‘Friday’, < ﻧـﻤـﻲn>+<ámmī>
‘of my paternal uncle’, < اﻟﺴﻮﻛﻲssûk>+<-i> ‘at the market’, < ﺗﻴﺖtīt> ‘eye’, < أﻏﺎﺳﺖaġå̂st>
‘bone’, ﺣﻴﺪا, < ﺣﻴﺪانḥíddan> ‘anyone’, < ﺗﺎزارتtazârt> ‘hand-mill’.

2.1 Transcription
 قis used to represent both /g/ and /q/, since in Libya, Ar. q has shifted to /g/:  ﻗﺎنgan
‘there’,  ﻳﻘﻴﻤﻪyəqqima ‘he has remained’. Unlike local Arabic, Awjila Berber phonemically
distinguishes z from ẓ; both are transcribed identically as ز, eg: ( اﺑﺰاﻟﻴﻢə)bẓalìm ‘onion’,
( ازوانə)ẓwàn ‘palm trees’.
Word-internally, vowels are usually represented plene, but fairly often omitted,
especially in unstressed closed syllables. Final a can be written as any of  ة, ه, اء,ا, eg: اﺷﻔﺎ
 اﺷﻔﺎء/ašfa ‘today’,  اﻛﺎ/  اﻛﻪ/  اﻛﺎءakka ‘here is’,  اﻧﻐﺮةən-ɣərra ‘I read’. ة, usually limited
to obvious Arabic loans, may also be read t  اﻧﻄﺮة:ənṭər-t ‘leave it’.
Final u is usually simply written with و, but (on nouns as well as verbs) is occasionally
written with  واas if it were an Arabic 3pl.m. perfective ending:  ﻗﻴﻠﻮا, ﻗﻴﻠﻮgilu ‘Jalu (oasis)’.
may also be read واwa  ادﻳﻮا:əddiwa ‘what?’

2.2 Phonotactics
In the middle of a three-consonant cluster, x and ɣ seem to vanish; cp.  ﺗﺎﻣﻮرتtamurt ‘big
locust’, presumably < tamúrəɣ ‘grasshoppers (coll.)’ with f.sg. circumfix t-...-t, or:
(1) ﻃﻐﺎﺷﻜﻢ اﻟﻌﻼ
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təɣɣaš=kəm əlʕəlla6
love:impf=DO.2sgf much
‘I love you very much’

contrast Paradisi: təɣɣáš-x=kəm.
(2) ﻧﻚ اﺷﻨﺖ ﻛﺎ
nək əššən=t ka
I know:1sg=DO.3sgm neg
‘I don’t know it.’

expected: əššən-x=t.

2.3 Representation of Awjila v
Unlike most Berber languages, Awjili retains a reflex of Proto-Berber *β, transcribed <v>
by Paradisi. Arabic lacks this phoneme, and standard Arabic keyboards have no letter for
it. In wordlists, v is often indicated using Latin script inside or after the word, eg:
v : اﻟﻠﻴﻒ = اﺟﺪرﻳﺮن ج
جəvdrirən‘palm fiber’
يvَ ﻻyəvəlla ‘he cries’
يvدِﻳِﺮاyəvdid=a (r typed for d) ‘he stands’

Outside of the wordlists, however, it is normally just written as ف:
اﺟﻔﻮﻧﺲažəvu=nnəs ‘his hair’
إﻳﺠﻔﻴﻦižvin ‘palm fiber’
اﻓﻮنavun ‘rain’

One poster often transcribes it in wordlists with Latin <g> or Arabic ق. Instances of Arabic
commonly used in Arabic to represent the phoneme , ڤmay be intended for  قv but
absent from standard keyboards. This explanation, however, does not account for
attestations with the Latin letter g. Such cases perhaps suggest that, to this poster, the v
has a different phonetic value in certain contexts – perhaps de-labialised to g◌̱, or simply
g:
َ أgونavun ‘rain’
َ
ورg
ْ أavur ‘plate made of palm leaves’
ﻳﺖ
ْ ِﺗَﻘْﻮرtavurit ‘small plate’
ت
ْ ٌﻮر
ْ ﺗﻘtəvurt, tavvurt ‘door’
َ أgﻳﺮavir ‘wall’
ْ

3. Grammar
3.1 Nominals
3.1.1 Plurals
Berber languages, like Arabic, have a complex system of plural formation. Much of the
complexity recorded by Paradisi for Awjili seems to be intact: the few plural forms
attested in this corpus mostly correspond to Paradisi’s, eg:
َ
ن
ْ َ ﻣﺪ
َ  أpl. ﻦ
َ amədən pl. mədinən ‘person’
ْ َ ﻣﺪِﻳﻨ
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 اﺗﻐﻄﻦ,ﻦ
ْ َ ( ﻧَﺘْﻐِﻴﻄtɣaṭ) pl. tɣaṭṭən, (n=)tɣittən ‘goat’
 إﻳﺴﻢpl.  ﺳﻤﻴﻮنisəmpl.smiwən ‘ear’
) ﻗﻼزنaqəlliz) pl. əqlazən‘lie’

The regular feminine plural suffix -in is almost never written with a long vowel in the
final syllable. This might suggest that it has merged with the masculine plural suffix -ən.
However, there are many other cases where (especially) long vowels in final closed
syllables are not written, so this is probably merely orthographic, eg:
 اﻟﺪريəddəri, pl.  اﻟﺪرﻳﻮنəddriwin ‘thorns’.7

At least one case is found of a noun which is written both with and without the -in suffix:
, ﺗﻘﻴﻠﻴﻮﻳﻦ ﺗﻘﻠﻴﻮنtəgiliwin ‘heads’

Most masculine nouns in Paradisi’s material have a prefix a- in the singular that is
dropped in the plural. This morphological pattern does not seem to be fully retained for
all posters. We find several masculine plurals that retain the prefix a- in the plural:
ﻃﺎرﻳﻦṭarin ~ اﻃﺎرنaṭarən/aṭarin ‘legs’ (Paradisi: aṭar pl. ṭarín)
اﻣﻘﺎرنaməqqran ‘big (sg.)’ اﻣﻘﺮاﻧﻦaməqqranən ‘big (pl.)’ (Paradisi:
aməqqrán pl. məqqránən)
اﻓﻮﺳﻨﺲafus(=ənnəs) ‘(his) hand’ اﻓﺴﻦafissən ‘hands’ (Paradisi: afús pl.
físsən)
اﺷﺮﻏﻨﻦašərɣinən ‘Bedouins/Arabs’ (Paradisi: ašərɣín pl. šərɣínən)

The suppletive plural to iwi ‘(my) son’ in Paradisi’s material is aməẓẓin. In the corpus this
word has the broader meaning ‘boys, children’. This word, which in morphology is not
obviously plural, receives a masculine -ən suffix four times in our corpus: اﻣﺰﻳﻨﻦ
aməẓẓinən اﻣﺰﻳﻨﻨﺦaməẓẓinən=nax.8 Forms without this plural suffix are also well-attested,
eg:  اﻣﺰﻳﻦaməẓẓin  اﻣﺰﻳﻨﻜﻢaməẓẓin=nəkim.
At least one poster has back-formed a singular from the plural smiwən ‘ears’,
using  اﺳﻤﻴﻮsmiw rather than expected isəm.

3.1.2 Genitive construction
Genitive constructions in Awjila are formed by placing the preposition n ‘of’
after the possessed and before the possessor, eg:
(3) d=əlʕə́ dəd n=ažə́ vu n=aẓiṭ=ənn-ùk
pred.=number of=hair of=donkey=of-1sg.
‘It is the number of hairs of my donkey’ (Van Putten 2014: 130)

This preposition can take pronominal endings, and such pronominal possessives are
cliticized to the noun they modify (as in aẓiṭ=ənn-ùk ‘my donkey’ above).
Libyan Arabic differs in this regard. Besides an analytic construction with the particle
imtāʕ, Arabic genitive constructions can be formed by the simple juxtaposition of two
nouns:
(4) finžāl ga̱hwa̱
cup coffee
‘a cup of coffee’ (Owens 1984: 83)
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The Facebook Awjila material has many examples of the original genitive constructions
with the preposition n ‘of’:
إﻳﺸﻦ
(5) !!
ﻛﺎ ﺟﻼن ﻧﺎ وﻳﻠﻦ س
i-ššən ka žlan n=awilən X
3-know neg words of=Awjilans X
‘He doesn’t know the language of the Awjilans, X!!’

including clearly original coinages, such as the following name suggested for a radio
station:
ﺣﺲ
(6)
اﻧﻼﺣﺮار اﺷﺎﻟﻨﺦ
ḥass ən=əlʾaḥrār ašal=ənn-ax
sound of=free(pl.) village=of-1pl
‘Sound of the Free, our town’

However, a significant number of genitive constructions instead use the Arabic syntax of
simple juxtaposition:
دﺷﻔﺎ
(7)
اﺗﺸﻴﺨﺎ اﻟﺒﺎزﻳﻦ واﻗﺼﻮم اﻗﺎﺟﻂ اﺷﻠﻨﺦ
dašfa əčči-x=a əlbazin w=əqṣum aqažiṭ ašal=ənn-ax
today eat-1sg=res bazeen and=meat chicken village=of-1pl
‘Today I have eaten bazeen and chicken meat in/of our town.’
واﻳﺎ ﻳﻐﻠﻲ اﻛﺼﻮم اﺗﻐﻄﻦ ﻣﺸﻜﻮن
(8)
ﻣﺸﻜﻮن
waya y-əɣəlli əkṣum ətɣəṭṭən məškun [...]
want meat goats small [...]
prox:ms3[...]
‘This one wants little goats’ meat [...]’

Both in Awjili and in Arabic, pronominal possession is expressed by the suffixation of
pronominal suffixes to the noun. The pronominal possessive suffixes are accordingly
largely unaffected in this material, with the exception of rare instances of possible
borrowing, such as -na in the following phrase:
دﺷﻔﺎ اﻣﺰﻧﻨﺎ ﻳﻐﻠﻴﻦ إﺗﻘﻠﻠﻮﻟﻦ اد اﻣﺰن ﻏﻨﺎ
(9)
ﻏﻨﺎ
dašfa aməzzin=na y-əɣəlli-n i-təglula-n id aməzzin (n) ɣana
today boys=1pl 3-want-3pl 3-play.impf-3pl with boys (of) Ghana
‘Today our boys (ie the Libyan football team) will be playing against the
Ghana boys.’

3.1.3 Quantification
In previous data, kəra is attested only with the meanings ‘thing, nothing’. One example in
the present data confirms that kəra followed by a genitive can be used as an indefinite
quantifier, like cognates elsewhere in Berber:
وﻛﺎن
(10)
اﺗﻐﻠﻴﻴﻢ ﻛﺮان اﻧﻠﺤﺎﺟﺖ ﺗﺼﻮﺻﻤﻴﻢ ﻛﺎ
u=kan ət-ɣəlli-m kəra n=əlḥažət t-ṣuṣm-im ka
and=if 2-want-2pl some of=thing 2-be.quiet-2pl neg
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‘And if you pl. want something, don’t be quiet.’

However, most instances of kəra in this corpus fulfill neither of these functions, instead
serving to mark emphatic negation (see below).
In the Facebook corpus, a universal quantifier unattested in earlier material occurs very
frequently: ( )ﺑﻠﻴﻞ)تpresumably b(ə)lil-(ət)-). This quantifier is probably based on an
Arabic form like Classical bi-kalīlat- ‘with the entirety of’, but no documented attestations
of it have been found in Arabic dialects. This quantifier is always followed by a
pronominal suffix, usually Arabic but occasionally Berber, in one of two constructions.
In the commonest construction, the quantifier is feminine bəlil-(ə)t-, and the suffix is
invariant 3sg. m/f -a irrespective of the referent’s person, number, and gender, yielding
bəlilta.
س
(11)
ﻳﺸﻴﻨﺎ اﺟﻼﻧﺦ ﺑﻠﻴﻠﺘﺎ اﻟﺒﺎﻳﻦ وﻧﻚ ﻧﺸﻴﻨﺎ رﻳﺤﺎ
X y-əššin=a əžlan=n-ax bəlilta əlbayən u=nək n-əššin=a riḥa
X 3-know=res words=of-1pl all clearly and=I 1l-know=res little
‘X knows our language completely, clearly, and I know little.’
س
(12)
ﻳﺸﻴﻨﺎ ﺑﻠﻴﻠﺘﺎ ﻏﻴﺮ ﺗﺰﻋﻴﻼ ﻛﺎ
X y-əššin=a bəlilta ɣer t-əzʕil=a ka
X 3-know=res all just 2-get.angry=res neg
‘X knows everything, just don’t get angry.’
رﺑﻲ
(13)
ﻳﺤﻔﻆ اﻣﺎﻛﻢ اﻳﺪ اﺑﺎﻛﻢ ﺑﻠﻴﻠﺘﺎ
rəbbi y-əḥfəḍ əmma-kim id abba-kim bəlilta
God 3-preserve mother-2plm and father-2plm all.
‘May God preserve both your (pl.) mother and father.’
ﺑﻠﻴﻠﺘﺎ
(14)
ﻧﻐﻠﻲ ﻧﺸﺎي
bəlilta n-ɣelli n-iša=y(a)
all 1-want 1-sleep=res
‘All of us want to sleep.’
ﺳﻤﺎق
(15)
ﻳﺮول اﻣﺰﻳﻦ ﺑﻠﻴﻠﺘﺎ
smag y-ərwəl aməẓẓin bəlilta
where 3-flee boys all
‘Where have the boys all fled?’

However, we also find an alternative construction in which the quantifier remains
masculine bəlil- and the pronominal suffix agrees with the referent. In most such cases,
the suffix is Arabic in form:
ﺣﺘﻲ
(16)
ﻧﻚ ﻧﺸﻮت اﻧﺪو ﻗﺎن ﻧﺸﻮت ﺑﻠﻴﻠﻨﺎ
ḥətta nək n-šu=t əndu gan n-šu-t bəlil-na
even I 1-drink=DO.3sgm if there 1-drink=DO.3sgm all-1pl
‘even I will drink it, if all of us drink it there’
(17) اﻻوﺟﻠﻪ اﻳﺪ ﻗﻴﻠﻮ ﻛﺎ ﺗﻨﻔﺎﻧﺎ ﺑﻠﻴﻠﻜﻢ ﻳﻨﻴﺲ س
X y-ənn=is bəlil-kəm t-ənfa-n=a ka gilu id=ložəla
X 3-say=IO.3sg all-2pl 2-benefit-pl=res Jalu and Awjila
‘X says you all do not benefit Jalu and Awjila’
ﻣﺎ ﺷﺎء اﻟﻠﻪ ﺑﻠﻴﻠﻬﻢ ﻳﺘﺼﻴﻨﺎ
(18)
ﻳﺘﺼﻴﻨﺎ
mašallah bəlil-həm y-ətṣi-n=a
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Mashallah all-3plm 3-laugh-3pl=res big
‘Mashallah, they have all laughed.’

In this context, masculine plurals are sometimes found to take 3pl. fem. agreement:
اﺷﻄﺎﻓﻦ
(19)
ﺑﻠﻴﻠﻬﻦ ﻳﺮوﻳﻌﻴﻨﺎ
əšṭafənbəlil-hən y-ərw(i)ʕ-in=a
black.pl. all-3plf 3-be.afraid-3pl=res
‘All the blacks are afraid’

اﻣﺰﻳﻴﻦ
(20)
اﻟﺸﺮق اﻳﺪ اﻟﻐﺮب ﺑﻠﻴﻠﻬﻦ ﻳﻌﺎد اﻟﻜﻔﺮﺗﻲ
aməẓẓin əššərq id=əlɣərb bəlil-hən y-əʕadd əlkəfrət=i
boys east and=west all-3plf 3-go Kufra=loc
‘All the boys/sons (of) the east and west went to Kufra’

In one case, which is grammatically anomalous for other reasons, the 1pl. form is attested
with a Berber rather than Arabic pronominal ending:
رﺑﻲ
(21)
ﻳﺤﻔﻈﻨﺲ ﺑﻠﻴﻠﻨﺦ
rəbbi y-əḥfəḍ-ən=is bəlil-nax
God 3m-preserve-3pl=IO.3sg all=1pl.
‘May God preserve all of us’

3.1.4 Relativisation
Awjili as described by Van Putten (2014:116-118) introduces relative clauses using a set of
pre-modifier pronominal heads wa/wi/ta/ti (m.sg./m.pl./f.sg./f.pl.), or using the general
relative pronouns wasa and ala. The former strategy is attested occasionally in this
corpus:
ﺟﻼن وي ﺗﻨﻴﺘﺴﻪ
(22)
ﺗﻨﻴﺘﺴﻪ
žlan wi t-ni-t=is=a
words PMPH:mpl 2-say-2sg=IO.3sg=res
‘the words you said’
وا
(23) راﺟﺎن ﺧﻴﺮ ﻣﻦ وا ﺗﻤﻨﺎن
wa raža-n xer mən wa təmənna-n
PMPH:msg wait-ptc better from PMPH:msg hope-ptc
‘He who waits is better than he who hopes.’ (a proverb)

More commonly, however, the formation of relative clauses in this corpus uses previously
unattested relative markers - not wa etc., but rather wan:
وان
(24)
ﻏﺮﺻﻦ اﺟﻠﻨﺦ اﻳﺪ وان ﻏﻠﻴﻦ اﻟﻤﺪن اﺟﻼﻧﺦ
wan ɣar-sin əžlan=nn-ax id=wan ɣəlli-n a=lməd-ən əžlan= nn-ax
rel to-3plm word=of-1pl and=rel want-ptc fut=learn-3pl words=of-1pl
‘those who have our language/words and those who want to learn our
language/words’
وﻳﻨﻄﺮاﻧﻰ
(25)
اﻣﺪﻧﻴﺴﻦ وان ﻧﻴﻦ اﻟﻜﻔﺮت اﻟﻮزﻳﻨﻰ
u=y-ənṭeṛ-an=a amədinn=nə-sin wan nni-n əlkufrət=i əlluz-in=a
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and=3-abandoned-3pl=res people=of-3plm rel be.at-3pl Kufra= loc
hungry-3pl=res
‘and they have abandoned their people who are in Kufra hungry’
اﻏﺰر
(26)
وان ﻳﻨﻲ دﻓﺮﻧﺲ
əɣzər wan y-ənni dəffər=nn-əs
look:imp.2sg rel 3-be.at behind=of-3sg
‘Look at the one who’s behind him’

or, less often, win:
وﻳﻦ ﻏﺎرس اﺟﻼن ﻳﺸﺮوﻳﺖ اﺟﻼﻧﺦ
(27)
اﺟﻼﻧﺦ
win ɣar-əs əžlan y-əšərwit əžlan=n-ax
rel to-3sg words 3-speak words=of-1pl
‘Let him who has the language/words speak our language/words.’
اﺟﻼن وﻳﻦ ﺗﺸﻨﺖ ﻛﺎ
(28)
ﻛﺎ
əžlan win t-əššən-t ka
words rel 2-know-2sg neg
‘words that you don’t know’

There is no corpus-internal evidence that either of these markers show agreement.
Reminiscent of the Siwi relative marker wən (m/pl), tən (f), this feature is obviously not a
result of Arabic influence, but rather must indicate the existence of previously unattested
dialect differentiation within Awjili.
Free relative clauses formed with mani ‘who?’ are not attested in Paradisi’s corpus, but
occur several times here:
ﻣﺎﻧﻲ ﻗﺎن ﺳﻴﺎرة ﺗﻨﻔﺎﻳﺎ ﻳﺸﻜﻲ ﻟﻠﻤﺠﻠﺲ
(29)
ﻟﻠﻤﺠﻠﺲ
mani gan səyyarət t-ənfa=ya y-əški l=əlmažləs
who there car 3sgf-become.useful=res 3-leave to=council
‘Whoever has a useful car should go to the council.’
(30) اﻳﻐﻠﻴﻴﻦ ﻣﻦ ﻳﻄﻔﺘﻲ وﻳﻐﻠﻴﻴﻦ ﻣﻦ ﻳﻄﻔﺘﻲ اﻣﺪن ﻳﻨﻔﻴﺎ وﻳﺮوع اﻟﻠﻪ
i-ɣəlliy-ən mani y-əṭṭəf=ti w=i-ɣəlliy-ən mani y-əṭṭəf=ti amədən y-ənfa=ya
u=y-ərwəʕ əḷḷah
3-want-3pl who take=DO.3sgm and=3-want-3pl who take=DO.3sgm man 3become.useful=res and=3-fear God
‘They need someone to take charge of it, and they need the one who takes
charge of it to be a person who is useful and fears God.’

3.1.5 Prepositions
A previously unattested locative preposition ṭan occurs several times in the corpus;
context suggests that it means something like ‘at, by, around’:
اﻣﻴﺸﻮ
(31)
ﻳﻘﻴﻤﺎ ﻃﺎن ﻣﻨﻲ
amišiw y-əqqim=a ṭan mani?
dinner 3-stay=res at who
‘There’s still dinner left at whose place?’
ﻳﻘﻤﺎن
(32)
دﻟﻴﻮن ﻃﺎن ﻃﺮاﺑﻠﺲ
y-əqqima-n diliwan ṭan ṭrabləs
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3-remain-3pl there at Tripoli
‘They (the government) are staying there in Tripoli’
(33) ﻧﻨﺎﻧﻴﺲ اﻳﻐﻠﻴﻨﺎ ﻳﻘﺎن اﻟﺸﺎﺷﺔ اﻣﻘﺮاﻧﺖ دﻟﻴﻮن ﻃﺎن اﻣﻮدي
n-əna-n=is i-ɣəlli-n=a y-əgga-n əššašət aməqqran-ət diliwan ṭan ammud=i
1-say:pf-pl=IO.3sg 3-want-3pl=res 3-bring-3pl big-fsg? 9 there at mosque=loc
‘We said they should put a big screen up there by the mosque’ (to screen a
football match, so presumably not inside the mosque).

The etymology of this preposition is unclear, especially given the uncertainty in its
meaning. The most attractive possibilities are aṭar n ‘foot of’, or uṭa n ‘under’ (Van Putten
2014:133).
Other new prepositions, by contrast, are obvious Arabic loans. mən ‘from’ (already
attested in Paradisi following agur ‘near’) is attested with unambiguously non-Arabic
objects, both in the ablative sense:
ﻗﺎن
(34)
اﻟﻄﺮﻳﻖ اﻟﻤﺠﺪوز ﻳﻤﺪﻳﺪا ﻣﻦ اﺷﺎﻟﻨﺎخ اﻳﺪ اﺟﺪاﺑﻴﺎ
gan əṭṭriq əlməždur y-əmməddid=a mən ašal=ənn-ax id=aždabiya
there road potholed 3-stretch=res from village=of-1pl and=Ajdabiya
‘there is a potholed road stretching from our town and Ajdabiya’

and as a comparative marker, eg in 23 or:
وﻛﻞ
(35)
اﻳﻮﻳﻦ ﻳﻐﻠﻲ اﻳﻮس اﺧﻴﺮ ﻣﻨﻬﻢ اﻛﻞ
u=kull iwin y-əɣəlli iwi-s axir mən-hum əkkull
and=each one 3-wants son-3sg better from-3plm all
‘and each one wanted his own son to be the best of them all.’

However, the ablative sense is normally expressed by inherited s/sɣar/sar, while the
comparative sense may also be expressed by genitive ənor the inherited ablative marker:
اﺳﻤﺎق
(36)
اوﺷﻨﺪا ﺳﺒﻨﻐﺎزي ﻧﻎ ﻣﺼﺮاﺗﻪ
əs=mag uša-n=d=a s=bənɣazi naɣ miṣrata?
from=where come:pf-3pl=come=res from=Benghazi or Misrata
‘Where did they come from, from Benghazi or Misrata?’
ﻗﺎن
(37)
ﻛﺮاء اﺧﻴﺮ اﻧﻤﻮدي
gan kəra axir ən=ammud=i
there neg better of=mosque=loc
‘There is nothing better than in the mosque.’
ﺑﻪ
(38) اﻳﻤﻴﻦ ازوان ارﺣﻢ ﺳﻐﺎر اﻟﺪﺧﺎن
bah imin əẓwan ərḥəm sɣar ədduxxan
fine water palms merciful/better from smoking
‘fine, lagbi is more merciful/better than smoking.’

Arabic fī ‘in’ is also frequently attested, at least once with a Berber noun, and once in
combination with the inherited locative clitic =i that normally expresses the same
function:
ﻧﻚ
(39)
ام اﻟﺒﺼﻴﺺ ﻓﻲ اﺷﺎل اﻟﻌﻤﻴﺎن
nək am əlbəṣiṣ fi ašal əlʕamyan
I like one-eye in land blind
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‘I am like the one-eyed man in the land of the blind.’
وﻧﻐﻠﻲ
(40)
ﻳﻘﻴﻢ اﺟﻼخ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪﻳﺴﺘﻮري
u=n-ɣəlli y-əqqim əžla{n=n-}ax fi ddəstur=i
and=1-want 3-stay words=of-1pl in constitution=loc
‘and we want our language to be in the constitution’
ﻳﻘﻤﺎﻧﺎﻛﺎ
(41)
ﻓﻲ اﻟﻔﻴﺲ
y-əqqima-n=a ka fi lfes
3-stay-3pl=res neg in Facebook
‘they have not remained on Facebook’

All attestations of l= ‘for’ so far observed combine with Arabic objects, and hence may be
code-switches; nevertheless, it occurs repeatedly:
ﻧﻐﻠﻲ اﻛﻠﻴﻢ ﻟﻠﺴﻮاﻧﻲ
(42)
ﻟﻠﺴﻮاﻧﻲ
n-ɣəlli akəllim l=əsswani
1-want servant to=farm
‘I want a servant for the farm.’
ﻣﺎﻧﻲ ﻗﺎن ﺳﻴﺎرة ﺗﻨﻔﺎﻳﺎ ﻳﺸﻜﻲ ﻟﻠﻤﺠﻠﺲ
(43)
ﻟﻠﻤﺠﻠﺲ
mani gan səyyarət t-ənfa=ya y-əški l=əlmažləs
who there car 3sgf-become.useful=res 3-leave to=council
‘Whoever has a useful car should go to the council.’

Rarer loan prepositions in the corpus include wəsṭ ‘in the middle of’, badal/bdəl ‘instead
of’.
3.1.6 Copula
Traditional Awjili used the Berber copula marker d, sometimes retained in this data:
(44) !!!ﻧﻚ داوﻳﻞ
nək d=awil!!!
I pred=Awjili
‘I’m Awjili!!!’

However, the new data also seems to include null copulas, as in Arabic –this usage is
notably common in insults:
واﻟﻠﻪ
(45)
ﻛﻮ أﻏﺴﻠﻢ
wəḷḷah ku aɣəsləm
by.god you lizard
‘By God you’re a lizard.’

واﻳﺎ
(46)
اﺻﻴﻂ ﺑﻼ ﺳﻤﻴﻮن اﺳﺘﻐﻔﺮ اﻟﻠﻪ
waya aẓiṭ bla smiwən astaɣfiruḷḷāh
this:ms donkey without ears, god.forgive.me
‘This (person) is a donkey without ears, God forgive me.’
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3.2 Verbal morphology
3.2.1 Subject agreement
The subject agreement in Awjili in the Facebook material is considerably different
compared to Paradisi’s material. Paradisi’s Awjili has a fairly typical Berber agreement
system. Facebook Awjili however has a very chaotic one, heavily influenced by dialectal
Arabic prefix conjugation.
The complete PNG-marking of Awjili can be represented as follows (Van Putten 2014: 71):

sg.

pl.

1

-x, -ɣ

n-

2

t-…-t m t-…-im
f

3m y3f

t-

t-…-mət
-ən
-nət

Table 1. Awjili PNG-marking

Assuming that imperfect learners are likely to reduce the number of morphemes involved
in this system, its most internally vulnerable aspect should be the gender distinctions
made in the plural, since gender distinction in the plural statistically implies gender
distinction in the singular (Greenberg 1963; Plank & Schellinger 1997). This is, in fact,
observed; many posters have, as in Siwi, lost the gender distinctions in plural agreement
in favour of the former masculine plural forms.
However, the effects of interference are more significant. Eastern Libyan Arabic has a
Maghrebi prefix conjugation, in which the historical 1pl. marker n- has spread to the 1sg.,
and the 1pl. has been extended with the 3pl.m. marker -u (Owens 1984: 104) - although,
unlike many Maghrebi dialects, it has retained gender distinctions in the plural:

sg.

pl.

n-

n-…-u, -a̱w

2m t-

n-…-u, -a̱w

1

2f

t-…-i, -ay t-…-an, -a̱n

3m y3f

t-
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Table 2. Libyan prefix conjugation

Due to Afroasiatic common inheritance, 3m.sg. and 3f.sg. agree perfectly between Awjila
Berber and Libyan Arabic, while 2sg./pl. and 1pl. overlap. Moreover, the Libyan 1sg.
prefix is identical to the Awjili 1pl. prefix, while the Libyan f.pl. suffix is identical to the
Awjili 3m.pl. suffix. In both languages, the prefixes of 2sg. and 3f.sg. are identical; the
only difference is that in Awjili 2sg. takes an additional suffix -t, while in Arabic 2m.sg. =
3f.sg., and 2f.sg. takes a distinct suffix -i. This extensive overlap creates optimal
conditions for interference, which in fact we find. For these posters, 1sg. and 1pl. are both
often n-, and 2sg. and 3f.sg. are both often t- as in Arabic –reducing the affixes to those
shared across the two paradigms– while partial homophony has probably also
encouraged the replacement of f.pl. forms with m.pl., notwithstanding the possible
internal motivations discussed. Moreover, they have variably copied the identity within
Arabic of the 2m.pl. and 3m.pl. suffixes. At the extreme (although no one poster
consistently uses all of these innovations), this yields the following heavily restructured
and simplified paradigm:

sg. pl.
1

n-

n-

2

t-

t-…-n

3m y-

y-…-n

3f

t-

Table 3. Restructured Awjili PNG marking

Insofar as this is the result of interference, aspect might be expected to be relevant. In
Arabic, the prefix conjugation is imperfective, while perfectives use a distinct suffix
conjugation, in which the only overlap is 2sg., and the only cross-linguistic equation that
still applies is Libyan f.pl. = Awjili 3m.pl. A priori, we might therefore expect interference
to be stronger with imperfectives than with perfectives. However, no evidence for this
has been observed. Perhaps this is because, whereas Arabic distinguishes aspect by
agreement affix selection as well as by stem selection, Berber does so only by stem
selection (except in the imperative or in stative verbs); aspect is thus not relevant to
agreement affix selection in Berber.
3.2.1.1 1st person marking
Usually, the 1sg. marking is marked with the n- prefix, as in Libyan Arabic:
ﻧﻚ
(47)
ﻧﻐﻠﻲ ﻛﺎ اﻟﻘﺼﻮم
nək n-ɣəlli ka əlqṣum
I 1sg-want not meat
‘I do not want meat.’
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ﻧﻚ
(48)
ﻧﻮﺷﺎدا ﻣﺎﻧﻲ ﻳﻘﻴﻤﻪ
nək n-ušad=a mani y-əqqim=a
I 1sg-come=res who 3-stay=res
‘I’ve come, who remains?’

This creates systematic ambiguity with 1pl., which remains n-:
ﻧﻜﻨﻲ
(49)
اﻧﻐﻠﻲ اﻟﻔﺪراﻟﻴﺔ
nəkkəni ən-ɣəlli əlfədraliya
we 1pl-want federalism
‘We want federalism.’
ﻧﻜﻨﻲ
(50)
ﻧﺸﻴﻨﺎ رﻳﺤﺎ رﻳﺤﺎ اﺟﻼن
nəkkəni n-əššin=a riḥa riḥa əžlan
we 1pl-know=res little ittle words
‘We know the language/words a little bit.’

In some cases, however, the original 1sg. suffix -ɣ/-x is retained:
(51) اﻛﺎ اوﺷﺎﻏﺖ
akka uša-ɣ=t
look come:pf-1sg=come=hither
‘Look, I’ve come!’
اوﻳﺨﻜﻮ
(52)
اس ﺗﻐﺮﻳﺖ
a=wi-x=ku əs=təɣarit
fut=hit:fut-1sg=DO.2sgm with=stick
‘I will hit you with a stick’

Occasionally we find double 1sg. marking: n-...-x:
ﻧﻚ
(53)
ﻧﻐﻠﻴﺨﻜﻮ ﻛﻮ ﺗﻘﻴﻤﻰ اﻣﻘﺮﻧﺎ اﺷﺎﻟﻨﺦ
nek n-ɣəlli-x=ku ku t-əqqim=a aməqqran=a ašal=ənn-ax
I 1-want-1sg=DO.2sgm you 2sgstay=res big=res village=of-1pl
‘I want you to stay great, (oh) our village’
ﻧﻘﻴﻤﺨﺎ
(54)
ﺳﻴﻤﻨﻲ ﻧﺸﻨﺘﺎ ﻛﺎ ﻟﻌﻼ اﺟﻼن
n-əqqimi-x=a s=iman-i n-əššin=t=a lʕəlla əžlan
1-stay-1sg=res with=oneself-1sg 1-know=DO.3sgm=res many words
‘I have stayed by myself, I don’t know it a lot of words’

Posters occasionally seem to express the 1sg. with -a, previously attested only as a
allomorph used when 1sg. is followed by an indirect object clitic (Van Putten 2014: 72):
(55) ﻧﻚ اﻗﻴﻤﺎ دﻟﻚ
nək əqqim-a dilak
I stay-1sg here
‘I am here’
ﻏﻠﻴﺦ اﺳﻼ ﻓﺎﻟﻬﻴﻠﻨﻮك اﻛﻞ ﺳﻴﻄﺮ اﺑﻠﺲ اﻳﺮ اﺷﺎﻟﻨﺎخ
(56)
اﺷﺎﻟﻨﺎخ
ɣəlli-x a=sl-a (a)f əlhil=ənn-uk əkkull s{i}=ṭrabləs ir=ašal= ənn-ax
want-1sg fut=hear-1sg on family=of-1sg. all from=Tripoli until=town=of-1pl
‘I want to hear about all my family from Tripoli to our town’
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Once, we even find 3sg.m. marking for expected 1sg:
(57) ﻧﻚ اﻳﻐﺎﻃﺎ ﻛﺎ
nək i-ɣaṭ=a ka
I 3-become.angry=res neg
‘I isn’t angry’

3.2.1.2 2nd person marking
The 2sg. is often represented with only a t- prefix, which makes it look identical to the
3sg.f. prefix.
س
(58)
ﺗﺰﻋﻴﻼ ﻧﺎغ ادﻳﻮا
X t-əzʕil=a naɣ əddiwa
X 2-become.angry=res or what
‘X (name of male addressee), are you angry or what?’
س
(59)
ﺗﺸﻴﻨﺎ أرﻃﺎﻧﺔ ﻛﻮ ﻧﺎغ أزدﻳﻮا
X t-əššin=a ərṭana ku naɣ əz=ddiwa?
X 2sg-know=res. jargon you or with=what?
‘X, do you know the jargon or how much?’

In Paradisi’s material, əz-ddiwa means ‘how much?’ (litt. ‘with what’); here, it might be
understood as ddiwa ‘what?’, or as a question about how much Awjili the other person
knows.
The original Berber marking t-…-t is less commonly also still attested.
ﻟﻮ
(60) ﻛﺎن ﺗﺸﻮﻳﺖ اﻣﻴﻦ ازوان ﻗﺎﻣﻚ اﺷﻜﻴﻦ اﺟﻼن ا س
lukan t-əšwi-t imin əẓwan qamak a=ški-n əžlan a=X
if 2sg-drink:pf-2sg water palms now fut=leave-3pl words voc=X
‘If you drink lagbi, words will immediately leave (you), O X’
ﻫﻬﻬﻬﻪ
(61)
ﺗﻌﺠﺒﺘﻴﻜﺎ ﻛﺎ ﻛﻮ ﻫﻬﻬﻬﻬﻬﻪ
hhhh t-əʕžəb-t=iy={k}a ka ku hhhhhh
LOL 2-please-2sg=DO.1sg=res neg you LOL
‘LOL I don’t like you LOL’

For 2pl.m. marking, the prefix is t- as expected, but in some cases, this takes -n rather
than expected -m:
ﺗﺼﺒﺤﻴﻨﺎ
(62)
ﻋﻠﻲ ﺧﻴﺮ
t-əṣbəḥ-in=a ʕla xer
2-pass.morning-pl=res on good
‘May you pass the morning in peace (ie “Good night”)’
س
(63)
ﻳﻨﻴﺲ ﺑﻠﻴﻠﻜﻢ ﺗﻨﻔﺎﻧﺎ ﻛﺎ ﻗﻴﻠﻮ اﻳﺪ اﻻوﺟﻠﻪ
X y-ən=is bəlil-kəm t-ənfa-n=a ka gilu id=ložəla
X 3-say=IO.3sg all-2plm 2-be.useful-3pl=res neg Jalu and= Awjila
‘X said: You all don’t benefit Jalu and Awjila.’
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This looks like a calque of Arabic, in which the plural suffixes in 2pl. and 3pl. imperfective
affixes happen to be identical. More commonly, the marking is as expected:
وﻛﺎن
(64)
اﺗﻐﻠﻴﻴﻢ ﻛﺮان اﻧﻠﺤﺎﺟﺖ ﺗﺼﻮﺻﻤﻴﻢ ﻛﺎ
u=kan ət-ɣəlli-m kəra n=əlḥažət t-ṣuṣm-im ka
and=if 2-want-2pl some of=thing 2-be.quiet-2pl neg
‘And if you pl. want something, don’t be quiet.’

3.2.1.3 3pl.m. marking
3pl.m. is often represented with a circumfix y-...-ən, rather than the original -ən attested
in Paradisi’s material. This parallels the situation in Siwi, also probably due to Arabic
influence (Souag 2013:47).
ﻣﺰﻳﻦ
(65)
ﻳﻐﻠﻦ ﺗﻐﺎرﻳﺖ
[a]məẓẓin y-əɣəlli-n təɣarit
children 3-want-3pl stick
‘The kids want the stick.’

اﻣﻘﺮاﻧﻦ
(66)
ﻳﺸﻨﻨﺎ ﻛﺎ اﻟﻔﻴﺲ ﺑﻮك اﻳﻐﻠﻴﻴﻦ ﻣﻦ اﺷﻠﻤﺪﺳﻦ
aməqqranən y-əššən-(i)n=a ka əlfesbuk i-ɣəlliy-ən man(i) i-šəlməd=isin
old.ones 3-know-3pl=res neg Facebook 3-know-3pl who 3-teach=IO.3pl
‘The old people don’t know Facebook, they need someone to teach them.’
ﻏﺎرس
(67)
اﺑﺎس اد اﻣﺎس اد ﻧﺎﻧﺎس ﻳﺸﻨﻴﻨﺎ اﺟﻠﻨﺦ
ɣar-əs abba-s id=əmma id=nana-s y-əššən-in=a əžlan=n-ax
to-3sg father-3sg and=mother/brother-3sg and=grandmother= 3sg 3know-3pl=res language=of-1pl
‘He has his father and his mother/brother and his grandmother, they know
our language.’

However, the original form is also attested:
اﺑﺪﺳﻦ
(68)
اﻳﺪ اﻣﺪﺳﻦ ﺷﻮان ارﻗﻴﻠﺖ
abba-tsən id əmma-tsən šwa-n ərgilət
father-3pl and mother-3pl drink:pf-3pl hookah
‘Their father and mother smoked (drank) the hookah.’

3.2.1.4 Feminine plural marking
Feminine plurals rarely occur in this corpus, but one of the few examples shows loss of
feminine plural agreement:
اﺗﻐﻠﻲ
(69)
اﺗﻨﻴﺲ ﻣﻘﻨﻴﻮن ﻳﻨﻔﻨﺎ ﻛﺎ
ət-ɣəlli (a=)t-n=is (t)məgniwin y-ənf-in=a ka
3sgf-want (fut=)3sgf-say=IO.3sg women 3-become.useful-3pl=res neg
‘She wants/ought to say that women are not useful.’

To complement the more naturalistic data otherwise used, one author asked the group
for paradigms, which two members kindly provided. One gave a full conservative
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paradigm, in the resultative (‘has laughed’), whose only anomaly, an unexpected  نin
2f.pl., may just be a typographical error (m and n are adjacent on the Arabic keyboard): 10

sg.

pl.

1

 اﻃﺼﻴﺨﺎəṭṣi-x=a

ﻧﺘﻄﺼﺎﻳﺎ

2

ﺗﻄﺼﻴﺘﺎ

t-əṭṣi-t=a m ﺗﻄﺼﺎﻣﺎ
f

n-əṭṣa=ya
t-əṭṣa-m=a

 ﺗﻄﺼﻴﻤﻨﻴﺘﺎt-əṭṣi-m{n}it=a

3m ﻳﻄﺼﺎﻳﺎ

y-əṭṣa=ya

اﻃﺼﺎﻧﺎ

əṭṣa-n=a

ﺗﻄﺼﺎﻳﺎ

t-əṭṣa=ya

اﻃﺼﺎﻧﻴﺘﺎ

əṭṣa-nit=a

3f

Table 4. Elicited conservative paradigm
The other, however (for perfective ‘laughed’), systematically lost feminine plural forms,
despite maintaining the 1sg/pl distinction and the 2sg/3f distinction:

sg.

pl.

1

اﻃﺼﺎ

اﻧﻄﺼﺎ

2

 اﻃﺼﻴﺖəṭṣi-t m  اﻳﻄﺼﺎنi-ṭṣa-n

əṭṣa

f
3m اﻃﺼﺎ
3f

ﺗﻄﺼﺎ

ən-ṭṣa

?

i-ṭṣa

 اﻳﻄﺼﺎنi-ṭṣa-n

t-əṭṣa

اﻃﺼﺎن

i-ṭṣa-n

Table 5. Elicited paradigm with attrition11

3.2.1.5 The subject relative form
Like many Berber languages, there is a special type of verbal marking known as the
Subject Relative form (often called ‘participle’ in the literature). This form is used when
the head of the relative clause functions as the subject of the relative clause. In Awjila, it
is morphologically identical to the 3pl.m. form -ən and does not agree in number or
gender (Van Putten 2014: 73). It is attested several times in the Facebook Awjila corpus,
eg in 23 or:
(70) ارﻓﻌﺎت ﻓﺴﻴﻨﻜﻴﻢ وادﻋﺎت رﺑﻴﻨﻜﻴﻢ س اﻳﻤﻖ آم اﻣﻮا ﻋﻠﻘﻴﻨﺎ
ərfəʕ-at fissən=nə-kim w=ədʕ-at rəbbi=nə-kim X a=y-əmməg am am=wa ʕləqin=a
raise:imp-2plm hands=of-2plm and=pray:imp-2plm God=of-2plm X fut=3become like
ike=PMPH:ms hang:res-ptc=res
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‘raise your hands and pray to your God that X will become like this: hanged’
(under a picture of X in a noose)

However, subject relative clauses in this corpus frequently instead use finite forms, eg 26
or:
ﻣﺎﻗﻨﻲ
(71)
وان ﻳﻐﻠﻲ ﻳﻌﻤﻞ ﺳﻴﺲ
mag=i-nni wan y-əɣəlli y-əʕməl si-s?
where=3-be.at rel 3-want 3-act with-3sg
‘Where are those who want to act on it?’

3.2.2 Tense/aspect marking
The Awjila language has a fairly complex, and markedly more extensive morphological
tense/aspect system than Libyan Arabic. Morphologically, it distinguishes a imperative
stem, a future stem (conventionally labelled future, but used for wider irrealis contexts),
a perfective stem, an imperfective stem, and finally a resultative stem derived from the
perfective. This differs significantly from Libyan Arabic, which only distinguishes an
imperative, perfective and imperfective among finite forms, and uses a participle to
indicate the resultative. The Libyan imperfective thus normally translates both the Awjili
imperfective stem and the Awjili future stem.
In this corpus, the imperative, imperfective, perfective, and resultative are all wellpreserved, including irregular forms, as shown below:
Imperative
ﻳﺎخ
(72)
وﻳﺎﻏﺪ اﻗﺼﻮم اﻟﻮﻏﻢ ام اﻓﻮﻧﺲ
yax u=yaɣid əqṣum aluɣəm am afunas
take:imp and=bring:imp meat camel like bull
‘take (the money) and bring meat of the camel like the bull’

Imperfective
اﻧﻐﻠﻲ
(73)
ﻛﺮاء اﻳﻮﻳﻦ اوﺳﺎخ اﻳﺘﺎﻛﺮ اﻟﺒﺎرات
ən-ɣəlli kəra iwin usax i-takər əlbarat
1-want neg one dirty 3sg.m.-steal:impf money
‘I do not want someone dirty who steals money’

Perfective
ﺑﺎﻟﻚ
(74)
ﻳﻮﻓﺎن ﺣﻨﻂ اﻟﻘﺼﻮم
balək y-ufa-n ḥənṭ(a) əlqṣum
maybe 3-find:pf-3pl bit meat
‘Maybe they found a bit of meat’

Resultative
اﻟﻠﻪ
(75)
ﻳﺮﺣﻤﻪ وﻳﻦ ﻳﻤﻮﻳﻨﺎ وﺳﻠﻢ ودرﻳﻨﺎ
əḷḷah y-ərḥəm win y-əmmuy-in=a w=səlləm wi ddər-in=a
God 3m-forgive rel 3m-die:res-3pl=res. and=preserve PMPH: mpl live-3pl=res
‘God forgive those who have died, and preserve those who are (still) alive.’
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The weak point of the system under attrition is one for which one-to-one translation
equivalence is missing: while the imperfective seems to be well-preserved, the future
form seems to be unstable for many posters. However, it is replaced not by the
imperfective but by the perfective, following the widespread Berber-internal trend
(partially motivated by the ă/ə merger) to merge irrealis forms (the aorist and the
imperative) with the perfective rather than calquing Arabic.12
The future stem and perfective stem are generally identical, but in Paradisi’s material the
future stem is always preceded by a future marker a=. In some cases, this is preserved:
دﻳﻮا
(76)
ﻳﻐﻠﻲ اﻳﻴﻖ ﻣﺴﻴﻜﻴﻦ
ddiwa y-əɣəlli a=y-igg, msəykin
what 3-want fut=3-do:fut. poor.guy
‘What does he want to do, the poor guy?’
اﻧﺪو
(77)
ﻗﺎن اﻧﻮش ﺑﻠﻴﻠﻨﺎخ اﻧﺸﻮ
əndu gan a=n-uš bəlil-nax a=n-šu
if there fut=1pl.-come:fut all=1pl fut=1pl-drink:fut
‘if there is (some), we will come, all of us will drink’
ﻛﻮ
(78)
ﻣﺎﻧﻲ ﻋﺸﺎن اﺷﻮاخ اﻳﺪك
ku mani ʕašan a=šwa-x idd-ək
you who so.that fut=drink:fut-1sg with-2sgm
‘Who are you that I should drink with you?’

As these examples show, not only the prefix a= but also the future stem are correctly
used; for instance, šwa- only occurs in fut.1sg. and pf.3sg.m/3pl.m., and its pf.1sg. would
be šwi-x. It thus seems that not only the prefix but also the stem form is retained
correctly.
In many other cases, however, it is unambiguously absent, eg 82 or:
(79) ﻧﻚ ﻧﻐﻠﻲ ﻧﻌﺎد
nək n-ɣəlli n-ʕadd
I 1-want 1-go
‘I want/need to go.’

ﻛﻮ
(80)
ﻏﺮ ﻳﺎﻏﻴﺪ وﻧﻜﻨﻲ ﻧﺸﻮا
ku ɣer yaɣid u=nəkkəni n-əšwa (/ n-šu ?)
you just bring:imp and=we 1-drink
‘you, just bring (it) and we will drink’
اﻓﻜﻴﺲ
(81)
اﻓﻮﻧﺲ ﻧﻎ اﻟﻮﻏﻢ ﻳﻐﺮﺷﺖ
afk=is afunas naɣ aluɣəm y-əɣrəš=t
give=IO.3sg. bull or camel 3-slaughter=DO.3sgm
‘Give him a bull or a camel to slaughter.’

Insofar as the transcription allows us to distinguish the future stem from the perfective,
it seems that the future is expressed in such cases with what in traditional Awjili would
have been the perfective stem:
ﻏﻠﻴﺦ
(82)
ﺗﺸﻴﺨﻜﺎ ﺗﺮوﻛﺖ
ɣəlli-x čči-x=ka tarawəkt
want-1sg eat:pf-1sg=neg polenta
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‘I do not want to eat polenta.’ (traditional future ‘I eat’: a=čča-x, with -a-)

3.2.3 Direct object clitics
In Paradisi’s materials (Van Putten 2014:109), the 3sg direct object clitics are as follows:
m. =t (res. =ti=ya), f. =tət (res. =tit=a). In this corpus, however, 3sg.m. varies freely between
=t and =ti, with the latter rather frequent: thus the same poster describing the same
cartoon on the same day wrote both:
ﻳﻐﻠﻲ
(83)
ﻳﻐﺮﺷﺘﻲ
y-əɣəlli y-əɣrəš=t/=ti
3-want 3-slaughter=DO.3sgm
‘He wants to kill him.’

The variant =ti occasionally also occurs with plural referents for expected =tən m., eg:
ﻧﻨﻄﺮﺗﻲ
(84)
ﺑﻠﻴﻠﻬﻦ
n-ənṭər=ti bəlil-hən
1-leave=DO.3sgm all-3plf
‘We will leave them all alone.’

3.3 Negation
Awjili is one of the few Berber languages to have reached Stage III of Jespersen’s Cycle;
negation is normally formed simply by suffixing the clitic ka to the head of the predicate,
verbal or otherwise. In this corpus, only one synchronically unanalysable trace of the
former preverbal negative was observed: the discourse particle  ورﺷﺦwərššəx < *wər
ššən-əx ‘I don’t know’. However, in emphatic contexts the postverbal negator is often not
ka but kəra, previously attested only with the meanings ‘thing, nothing’ (see above)
except in a couple of problematic examples discussed in Van Putten (2014:220):
اﻧﻐﻠﻲ
(85)
ﻛﺮاء اﻳﻮﻳﻦ اوﺳﺎخ اﻳﺘﺎﻛﺮ اﻟﺒﺎرات
ən-ɣəlli kəra iwin usax i-takər əlbarat
1-want neg one dirty 3sg.m.-steal:impf money
‘I do not want someone dirty who steals money’
ﻧﻜﻨﻲ
(86)
اﻧﻐﻠﻲ ﻛﺮاء اﻳﻮﻳﻦ اﻳﻮش ﻳﺨﺮب ﻓﻠﻴﻮﻧﺦ ﺟﻼﺗﺦ
nəkkəni ən-ɣəlli kəra iwin a=y-uš y-əxrəb fəlliw-nax žla[n=n-]ax
we 1-want neg one fut=3sgm-come:fut 3sgm-mess.up on-1pl words=of-1pl
‘We do not want someone to come and mess up our language on us.’
اﻧﺪو
(87)
ﻏﺮﻛﻢ اﻧﻐﻠﻲ زﻗﺎن ﺗﻄﻔﺘﺖ ﻛﺮا ﻓﻠﻴﻮﻧﺦ
əndu ɣar-kim ən-ɣəlli z=gan təṭṭəf-t=tət kəra fəlliw-nax
if to-2plm 1-want from=there keep:impf-2sg=DO.3sgf neg on-1pl
‘If you have some, I want (some) from it - do not withhold it from us.’

This construction is certainly an archaism, confirming that, as expected on general
grounds, ka is historically a shortening of kəra.
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In most Berber languages, postverbal negative particles do not combine with negative
polarity items such as ‘nothing’, ‘no one’, ‘never’, ‘not yet’. This seems to be true of the
present corpus for ‘nothing’:
(88) ﻳﺸﻴﻨﻰ ﻟﻮدا
y-əššin=a luda
3-know:res=res nothing
‘He knows nothing.’

However, they do appear to combine here with ‘no one / anyone’, depending on the exact
translation of the following:
ﻏﺎرس
(89)
ﻛﺮاء ﺣﺪا ﻳﺸﻠﻤﺪﻳﺲ
ɣar-əs kəra ḥiddan y-əšəlməd=is
to-3sg neg anyone 3sgm-teach=IO.3sg
‘She has no one to teach her.’ (or: ‘Doesn’t she have anyone to teach her?’)
ﻗﺎن
(90)
ﻛﺎ ﺣﺪا أﺷﻔﺎ ﻧﺎغ ادﻳﻮا
gan ka ḥiddan ašfa naɣ əddiwa?
there neg anyone today or what
‘Is there no one there today, or what?’

4. New lexical data
While the new material provides a substantial number of previously unattested words,
most are Arabic loans straightforwardly corresponding to modern Libyan forms and thus
of little historical interest. Nevertheless, some stand out.

4.1 Words with Berber cognates
The following previously unattested forms are of clear Berber origin:
اﺷﻮفašuf ‘wadi’
The vowel in this word shows unexplained variation across Berber: Zenatic suf (eg Mzab,
Delheure 1984) versus Middle Atlas Berber, Tashelhiyt, Kabyle asif (Oussikoum 2013; Sabir
2010: s.v. río; Dallet 1982).13 Apparently, Awjila aligns with Zenatic in this respect, despite
having preserved the prefix.
اﻧﻴﻨﺎتininat ‘trivet-stones’
Cp. Ouargli inni ‘pierre du foyer’ (Delheure 1987); the plural suffix -at is Arabic.
اﻟﻘﺼﻮمləqṣum ‘meat’
Paradisi gives ksúm, but for reasons unknown, in the Facebook corpus, this word almost
always has the Arabic article, and the first two consonants are usually emphatic (but
contrast ex. 7, 8). This can perhaps be explained as an “expressive” formation of the word
ksúm: for expressive formations, Berber occasionally introduces unetymological
consonants into Berber words which are otherwise almost exclusively restricted to Arabic
loanwords (Kossmann 2013: 199), and the resulting expressive words sometimes replace
the unmarked words from which they were originally derived.
ﺗﻴﻠﻴﻤﺖtillimt ‘yarn’
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Presumably a deverbal noun from əlləm‘spin’, attested in Paradisi.
اﻃﻴﻘﻦəṭṭigən ‘partly ripe dates’ ()ﻃﺎﻳﺒﺔﻃﻘﺮةﺑﻪﺑﻠﺢ
Cf. Siwi aṭṭeg ‘half-ripe date’ (Naumann ms), Ouargli uṭṭig ‘type of date, half-ripe date’.
 ﺗﻮﺗﻴﻘﻰt-utig=a ‘to put on one’s head’
Cf. Middle Atlas Berber aty ‘id.’ Context:
ﻳﺎرﻳﺖ
(91)
ﺗﻴﺠﻴﺮي ﺗﻮﺗﻴﻘﻰ
yarayt tižiri t-utig=a
if.only rope 3sgf-put.on.head=res
‘If only the rope would be around (lit. on) his head’ (a wish to hang a
murderer)

اﺑﻮﻓﺪن, اﺑﻮﻓﺪﻳﻦabu-fiddən ‘locust (sp.)’
This seems to combine the Arabic prefix abu- ‘possessor of (m.)’ (widely borrowed into
Berber) with the Berber noun fiddən ‘knees’.
Neologisms
Alongside these, we observe some neologisms; the pan-Berber creation  ﺗﺎﻗﺮوﻻtagrawla
‘revolution’ occurs more than once, yielding  ﺗﻘﺮاوﻟﻴﻦtəgrawliyən ‘revolutionaries’, and in
one case azul fəllawən ‘greetings’ is used. A more local creation, presumably originally
used as cryptic language, also reflects recent history:  اﻗﺎﺟﻂ اﻣﻘﺮانaqažiṭ aməqqran ‘the
big rooster = Gaddafi’. A particularly playful neologism, used only once in the corpus, is
 ﻗﻼزﻧﻴﺴﻢqlazənism ‘lies-ism’, with what appears to be a borrowed English morpheme
attached to an Awjili stem.

4.2 Words of uncertain etymology
A number of forms in this corpus have no known cognates. Some of these may be of
Berber origin, while others might be loans from not yet identified sources:
 اﺑﻮزيabuzi ‘large ant’
 أﺳﻠﻬﻮasəlhu ‘food sp. made from dates, nuts, flour, and oil’
 اﻓﻴﺮﻳﻮaviriw / afiriw ‘feed trough made from a split palm trunk’
 اﻣﻨﺎﺷﺮقəmnašrəq/g ‘Isha’ (prayer time at the start of the night)
 ﻣﺠﺎونmžawən ‘nearly ripe dates’
 ﻗﺮوزq/gruz ‘middle of the house (atrium?)’
< اﺗﻔﻘﻲEtfegi> ətfəggi ‘palm orchard’
 ﺗﻤﺎﻏﺎﻟﺖ, ﺗﻤﻐﺎﻟﺖtəmaɣalt ‘bad-quality dates’
 ﺗﺒﻜﻠﻴﻠﺖtəbəklilt ‘palm spathe’
 ﺗﻤﻠﻜﻴﻤﺖtəməlkimt ‘bird sp.’
 ﺗﺴﻘﻮطtəs(ə)q/guṭ, pl. -in ‘braid’
 ﺗﻴﻤﻴﻜﻮرتtimikurt ‘furrow (for planting seeds)’
v :  ج اﺟﺪرﻳﺮنəvdrirən ‘palm fiber’. This resembles the verb res. 3sg.m. yəvrúr=a 3pl.m.
vrirín=a ‘to be fetilized (a palm)’, but if linked, the expected mening would be ‘pollen’
rather than ‘palm fiber’ ()ﻟﻴﻒ.
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ﺷﺸﻲ, ﺷﻴﺶ, ( اﻟﺸﺸﻲəš)šišši ‘(grilled) meat’. This seems to be onomatopoeic,
representing the hissing of meat as it grills; cf. Siwi jiji ‘piece of meat (baby talk)’ (Souag,
field data).

4.3 Arabic loans
While most Arabic loans are straightforward reflexes of their modern Libyan
counterparts, a few show features unexpected for the region and are worthy of specific
notice:
( أﻟﻔﻴﺖa)lafit ‘well-being’. The loss of ʕ in this word suggests that it was borrowed from
Arabic al-ʕāfiyah at a relatively early date, before pharyngeals became well-established in
Awjila (Van Putten & Benkato fthc.).
 اﺣﻤﺎسaḥ(əm)mas ‘friend’. If this derives from Arabic ḥamās ‘zeal’, the semantic shift is
obscure.
 ﺗﺤﺒﻴﺖtəḥəbbit ‘heart’. Presumably related to Arabic ḥabbah ‘grain’, or less probably to
ḥubb ‘love’; the semantic shift is unexpected in either case.
 ﺗﺤﺎدﻳﺖtəḥaditt ‘bracelet’, presumably from Arabic ḥadīd ‘iron’, but with unexpected
semantics.
 ﺗﺨﺎﺗﻴﻤﺖtəxatimt ‘ring’. This otherwise unproblematic loan from Arabic xātam exemplifies
the regular sound change ə >i, previously attested only in Berber vocabulary (cf. Van
Putten 2013: 239).
َ
ْ ﺳ َﺮاوِﻳ
ﻞ
ْ ( أa?/ə?)srawil ‘trousers (sg.)’. Like Siwi srawilən, this word must have been
borrowed from sarāwīl, obsolete as a singular, before the singular form sirwāl became
dominant, cf. Souag (2013: 61).
 ﺳﺘﻰsətti ‘six’. Like Siwi sətti, this word seems to show an unexpected -i in place of
Classical -ah. The  ىcould in principle represent a, but in that case one would expect a
transcription ﺳﺘﺔ.
 اﺳﻤﻴﺘﻨﺲəsməyyət=ənnəs ‘his/her name’. Ultimately a loan from Arabic, but Libyan
Arabic smayya only means ‘namesake’, though the appropriate sense is well-attested
elsewhere, eg Moroccan smiya (Harrell 1966), Siwi ssməyyət.

4.4 Phatic speech
Greetings and polite phrases are frequently given short shrift in descriptive materials
oriented towards the needs of academic linguists, but are crucial for learning and
revitalisation. The Facebook data, unlike Paradisi, is rich in such forms. These are often
borrowed as wholes from Arabic, but exceptions include:
 ﻓﻠﻴﻜﻢ اﺳﺎﻟﺦa=sal-ax fəllikim ‘greetings’ (lit. ‘I greet you’)
 ﺣﺎﻟﻨﻚ ديəddi (l)ḥal=ənnək , pl. addr.  اﻟﺤﺎﻧﻜﻢ دي اﻟﺤﺎﻟﻨﻜﻴﻢ ادي,ﺣﺎﻟﻨﻜﻢ دي, اﻟﺤﺎﻟﻨﻜﻴﻢ دﻳﻮا,
 أﻧﻜﻴﻢ اﻟﺤﺎل إديəddi(wa) (əl)ḥa(l)=nəkim ‘how are you?’
 ﻧﻠﻬﻴﻞ ﺣﺎل دﻳﻞəddi lḥal n=əlhil ‘how is the family?’
 أﻣﺮﻳﺖ أﻟﻔﻴﺖ ﻳﺎكyak (a)lafit əmri-t ‘you are well, I hope?’
اﻟﻴﺎزن ﻋﻘﺒﺔ, اﻟﻴﺎزن ﻋﻘﺒﺔ,  ﻳﺎزن اﻟﻌﻘﺒﺖʕagbət (əl)yazən ‘many happy returns!’ (lit. ‘returns
next year!’), used on festivals
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 ﺳﻼﻓﻴﺖ ﻗﻴﻢqqim s=(a)lafit, pl. addr.  ﺳﻼﻓﻴﺖ ﻗﻴﻤﺎتqqimat s=(a)lafit ‘goodbye’ (lit. ‘stay
well’)
 أﻳﻮﻣﺎ إدﺑﺪري ﻻﻛﺎlakka əd=badri ay=uma ‘It’s still early, brother’
اﻟﻌﻼ ﺗﻐﺎﺷﻜﻢ,  اﻟﻌﻼ ﻃﻐﺎﺷﻜﻢtəɣɣaš-kəm lʕəlla ‘I love you very much’

5. Methodological issues
The corpus being used here poses a number of difficulties related to its nature as the
proceedings of a social media forum. Such difficulties are in many cases relevant not only
to this specific study, but to the use of social media corpora in linguistics more generally.

5.1 Limitations of the corpus
The corpus examined here is not an ideal data source. The lack of a conventionalized
spelling of Awjili, and the neutralisation of some phonemic contrasts in the Arabic
transcription used, creates analytical difficulties, especially since there is no video or
audio. Transcriptions are thus approximate, reducing the usefulness of any new
vocabulary gleaned.
More significantly, the people most likely to be using Facebook –literate, younger,
relatively affluent, frequently communicating with outsiders– are almost by definition
the group least likely to represent traditional language use. A fieldworker on the ground
would prioritise working with the elderly non-Facebook-users whom these groups’
members identify as the best speakers, as in the following quote:
..اﻧﻐﻠﻲ اﻣﺪن اﻣﻘﺮاﻧﻦ ﻳﺸﻨﻨﺎ اﺟﻠﻨﺦ ﺗﻨﺎ دﻟﻚ وﻧﺎن اﺷﻠﻤﺪﻧﺎ
ən-ɣəlli amədən aməqqran-ən y-əššən-in=a əžlan=nn-ax t-ənna dilak, winan
a=šəlməd-ən=na
‘We want old people who know our language to be here, ones who can teach
us...’

reply:
اﻣﻘﺮاﻧﻦ
ﻳﺸﻨﻨﺎ ﻛﺎ اﻟﻔﻴﺲ ﺑﻮك اﻳﻐﻠﻴﻴﻦ ﻣﻦ اﺷﻠﻤﺪﺳﻦ
aməqqran-ən y-əššən-in=a ka əlfesbuk i-ɣəlli-n mani i-šəlməd=isin
‘The old don’t know Facebook, they need someone to teach them.’

Without such fieldwork, it is hard to determine whether any given unexpected form
represents a previously undocumented aspect of traditional Awjili, or just an artefact of
imperfect language acquisition among younger Arabic-dominant speakers. For
vocabulary, a touchstone is available –non-Arabic forms are unlikely to be new– but for
grammar, the distinction is often impossible to draw. At most, it is possible to determine
which of the posters diverges most from traditional grammar, and examine the interposter distribution of such forms.

5.2 Advantages of the corpus
Despite its limitations, material gathered online from social media has one advantage
over more conventional fieldwork. Publicly viewable Facebook forums provide a large
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corpus of fairly naturally produced data, produced not for linguists’ consumption but for
communication with other posters. The “observer’s paradox” (Labov 1972: 209) refers to
the paradoxical situation where a researcher observes speakers in order to learn how
they use language when they are not being observed. In the study of Facebook language
usage, this paradox is circumvented, since the researcher is not explicitly present during
the interaction (by the time one author joined the group and announced his presence,
most postings had already been made).
In writing, speakers typically have more time to plan their language production than in
spontaneous speech, affecting the results. The written language production on these
Facebook groups, however, is much less planned than that of ‘official’ written media. The
text produced consists largely of conversations, and the presence of typos and
vacillations in spelling even within a single sentence suggests that the posters are paying
relatively little attention to form. This same conversational tone is also seen in the
occasional Arabic messages on the Ašal=ənnax page, which are usually written in Libyan
Arabic, not Modern Standard Arabic.
Apart from its direct advantages, this corpus constitutes an endogenous effort at
language revitalisation, increasing the unfortunately slim chances that this language will
continue to be spoken long enough for a better corpus to be created. Since intergenerational transmission seems to have ceased for long enough that many young people
no longer speak it, and that those who do speak it rate their own abilities as rather poor,
these speakers’ project of reviving Awjili poses challenges. Given that Libya has no
effective central government at the moment, a government-led top-down approach to
language preservation and promotion is currently impossible. Even if such a government
were to emerge, there is no guarantee that it would provide effective support for
minority languages. The group Ašal=ənnax exemplifies a ‘do-it-yourself’ alternative: an
attempt at bottom-up revitalisation, taking advantage of new social media without
waiting for state intervention. Such initiatives, many of which have emerged in postrevolutionary Libya, require nothing more from the state than the freedom to post
without fear.
It remains to be seen whether such bottom-up revitalisation efforts will have any effect,
although at the very least they extend the language’s use to a new domain. As Wright
(2007: 171) point out, “there is no agreed approach to the preservation of languages that
is is not nation building on a smaller scale and little successful LPLP [Language Policy &
Language Planning] outside that framework.” However, the social media tools available
have changed drastically even since 2007, and new approaches remain to be tested.

5.3 Purpose and political context of the corpus
It is remarkable that the corpus being studied exists at all. The members all seem more
fluent in Arabic than in Awjili, and certainly more accustomed to writing the former. In
large part, their decision to write in Awjili here reflects a desire to learn the language
better, as seen in the introduction. This desire may well have existed earlier as part of a
general interest in preserving local heritage, as suggested by remarks such as:
ان ﺷﺎء اﻟﻠﻪ ﻧﺴﺘﻄﻴﻊ ﺗﻘﺪﻳﻢ ﻛﻞ ﻣﺎ ﻳﺴﺎﻫﻢ ﻓﻲ اﻋﺎدة اﻟﺮﻃﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻰ ﻣﻜﺎﻧﻬﺎ اﻻﺻﻠﻲ
 ﻻﻧﻬﺎ ﻫﻲ اﻫﻢ ﺗﺎرﻳﺦ ودﻟﻴﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ ان اوﺟﻠﺔ ﻗﺪﻳﻤﺔ... ﺑﻴﻦ ﻛﻞ اﺑﻨﺎء ﻗﺒﻴﻠﺔ اﻻوﺟﻠﺔ
ﺟﺪاااااا
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‘Inshallah we can present everything that can contribute to bringing back
the jargon to its original place among all the sons of the tribe of Awjila...
because it is the most important history and proof that Awjila is veeeeery
ancient.’

However, understanding its emergence into the public domain requires examination of
the wider ideological context.
In accordance with his version of pan-Arabism, Gaddafi marginalised Libya’s minority
languages. Not only was the use of Berber discouraged, but its existence was actively
denied (Kohl 2014: 5). While the revolution against Gaddafi’s government was initially
most prominent in the eastern half of the country, opposition to his monocultural policy
quickly helped rally Berber communities in the northwest against him. The important
role played by Amazigh activists within the revolution was made conspicuous first by
bilingual YouTube videos in which town assemblies proclaimed allegiance to the rebels,
and later by Berber broadcasts on a rebel satellite channel (Lībyā al-’Aḥrār). The
expression of linguistic diversity was thus deployed as a means of demonstrating
commitment to the anti-Gaddafi cause. It has been paralleled at the popular level by
extensive new minority language expression on digital media such as YouTube and
Facebook, usually combined –as here– with expressions of anti-Gaddafi political opinion.
After their victory in late 2011, differences among the former rebels would become
increasingly prominent, finally breaking out into small-scale war in 2014. As of the time
of writing (early 2015), Libya has two competing governments both claiming de jure
legitimacy, coexisting with many de facto sovereign militias. Since mid-2014, Berber areas
of the northwest have sided with the General National Congress, while the east is
dominated by the Council of Deputies. One may assume that this change in the political
context has also changed the semiotic value of public displays of Berber identity. If so, it
is striking that the rate of posting on this group slowed to a crawl after mid-2014, with
just four new posts in the course of six months. However, the posts in question offer no
direct indications of the cause of this slowdown, which might simply be connected to
Libya’s increasingly frequent power outages.

6. Conclusions
Despite major difficulties, this corpus significantly supplements our knowledge of Awjili.
It not only furnishes a number of previously unattested lexical items, including a couple
of dozen of non-Arabic origin, but also makes it possible to describe the grammar of the
language as used in an informal, conversational, multi-speaker context very different
from that reflected by Paradisi’s texts.
Its contributions to our knowledge of Awjili grammar can be divided into two classes:
inherited constructions coincidentally absent from previous materials, new constructions
resulting from imperfect learning alone, and new constructions resulting from the impact
of Arabic. Inherited ones include 3sg.m. direct object clitic =ti, relativisers wan/win,
locative ṭan, negator and quantifier kəra, and probably the usage of mani ‘who?’ to form
free relative clauses. Imperfect learning is probably responsible for the regularisation of
some plurals and the loss of feminine plural agreement, and perhaps for the incipient loss
of the aorist. The impact of Arabic in these posters’ grammar, however –already
significant in traditional Awjili– is staggering: genitive formation by simple juxtaposition,
sporadic usage of Arabic pronominal possessives and locative prepositions, a universal
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quantifier bəlil- together with its agreement suffixes, extensive reworking of verbal
agreement affixes, and incipient loss of the participle and the predicative marker. The
reworking of verbal agreement is particularly remarkable, insofar as bound inflectional
morphology is normally one of the least vulnerable domains to external influence
(Moravcsik 1978).
Even the best corpus of Facebook postings is no substitute for hearing the language
spoken. Nevertheless, in situations where fieldwork is effectively impossible, due
attention to comparative data can make such materials useful even for quite poorly
documented languages, revealing new aspects of language use and suggesting avenues for
future research in the event of a change in the situation.
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NOTES
1. We would like to thank Adam Benkato for providing information about Eastern Libyan Arabic
from his fieldwork, elucidating some region--specific loanwords in the corpus. We also thank the
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Awjili-speaking members of these groups, and in particular those who took the time to answer
our questions and allowed us to join them, for their generosity.
2. URL: https://www.facebook.com/groups/319672314747872/, viewed 18 February 2014 - 28
February 2015. At the time of writing, there were approximately 1200 Facebook messages written
in Awjili Berber. Most messages are single sentences. Some of the messages are slightly longer
paragraphs of text or wordlists.
3. The phonemic representation of the Awjili text is based on the analysis of the phonology of
Paradisi’s material as presented in Van Putten (2014).
4. URL: https://www.facebook.com/AmazyghAwjltTmazyghNTnyry/, viewed 18 February 2014 28 February 2015.
5. URL: https://www.facebook.com/groups/group2alamazeg/, viewed 18 February 2014 - 28
February 2015.
6. In this paper, we mostly follow the glossing conventions used in Van Putten (2014). However,
which stem a verb belongs to is marked only when unambiguous. Moreover, in this corpus y- is
used for 3pl. as well as 3sg.m., and hence is glossed 3-; n- now stands for both 1sg and 1pl, and
hence is glossed 1-; and the old 3pl.m. -ən no longer marks gender, and hence is glossed 3pl.
7. It is especially striking that word-final long vowels in closed syllables are not written. In
Paradisi’s material, such final syllables are always transcribed as accented. This might suggest
Awjila has undergone an accent shift, or, more likely, that Paradisi misheard vowels as accented
in this context, as he seems to have done for Zwara Berber (Van Putten 2014: 50).
8. aməẓẓin=nax would be the expected form if it did not have a final -ən; the possessive clitics in
Awjila, while normally starting with =ənn start with n with following a noun that ends in n (Van
Putten 2014: 115).
9. This looks like a f.sg. stative ending, unexpectedly attached to the m.sg. adjective rather than
to the stative verb from which it derives.
10. This gives a complete paradigm of the resultative forms of verbs with a final variable vowel,
from which the perfective paradigm can be deduced. In previous material the 1pl. and 2pl.f. were
unattested (Van Putten 2014: 75).
11. This paradigm is perhaps easier to understand as an imperfective, e.g. iṭəṣṣa, ənṭəṣṣa, iṭəṣṣan,
but it is equated by the informant as being equivalent to the Arabic perfective paradigm of ḍaḥika
‘to laugh’.
12. See, for example, Siwi (Souag 2013: 183).
13. For a discussion, and a proposed historical explanation of this variation see Van Putten
(2015).

ABSTRACTS
Awjila Berber is a highly endangered Berber variety spoken in eastern Libya. The minimal
material available on it reveals that the language is in some respects very archaic and in others
grammatically unique, and as such is of particular comparative and historical interest. Fieldwork
has been impossible for decades due to the political situation. Recently, however, several
inhabitants of Awjila have set up a Facebook group Ašal=ənnax (“our village”), posting largely in
Awjili. Analysis of this partly conversational corpus makes it possible to extend our knowledge of
the language, yielding unattested words and constructions. Examination of its grammatical
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features also reveals that these posters’ usage is heavily influenced by Arabic, showing language
attrition absent from earlier data; even subject-verb agreement has been extensively reworked.
In both respects, this study casts light upon the uses and limits of social media as a source of
linguistic material.
Attrition et renouveau dans le berbère Awjila. Les messages Facebook comme nouvelle source de
données pour une langue berbère en voie de disparition
Le berbère d’Awjila est une langue de l’est de la Libye qui est en danger de disparition. Les rares
données disponibles indiquent que cette langue a des traits très conservateurs et d’autres qui
sont uniques dans le cadre des langues berbères. Elle est alors d’un intérêt exceptionnel pour les
études comparatives et historiques. Pour des raisons politiques, aucune recherche sur le terrain
n’a été possible depuis plusieurs décennies. Or plusieurs citoyens d’Awjila ont récemment créé un
groupe sur Facebook, Ašal=ənnax (« notre village »), où ils écrivent en awjili. L’analyse de ce
corpus, en partie conversationnel, nous permet d’élargir notre connaissance de cette langue et
fournit des mots et des constructions inconnus auparavant. L’étude de ses traits grammaticaux
révèle une grande influence arabe sur leur usage, et montre un degré d’attrition qui ne se trouve
pas dans les anciennes données; y compris la transformation de l’accord du verbe avec le sujet.
Ces résultats aident à mieux comprendre l’utilité et les limites des médias sociaux comme source
de données linguistiques.
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